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For all the homage paid to heterogeneity and difference, the bulk of

'post'-colonial theorizing is disabled by an oddly monolithic, and

surprisingly unexamined, notion of colonialism. This would seem to

spring from two distinct sources.

The first is a pervasive Eurocentrism - or, as we might better term it,

Occidocentrism - on the part of academic theorists, for whom

colonialism figures, narcissistically, as a projection (the Western will to

power, etc.).

The second consists in the historical accident (or is it?) that the native

founders of the postcolonial canon came from franchise or dependent -

as opposed to settler or Creole - colonies. This gave these guerrilla

theoreticians the advantage of speaking to an oppressed majority on the

supply of whose labour a colonizing minority was vulnerably dependent. 

The debate of 'settler colonialism'



For Amil Cabral, for instance, genocide of the natives could only be

counterproductive, creating 'a void which empties foreign domination of its content

and its object: the dominated people'.

Analogously, (in this regard at least), when Frantz Fanon asserted that 'colonization

and decolonization are simply a question of relative strength', he was referring to

relative capacities for violence, on which basis the colonizer was ultimately

superfluous. Given certain African contexts, especially in the 1960s, the material

grounds for such optimism can reasonably be credited. But what if the colonizers are

not dependent on native labour? - indeed, what if the natives themselves have been

reduced to a small minority whose survival can hardly be seen to furnish the

colonizing society with more than a remission from ideological embarrassment?

In contrast to the kind of colonial formation that Cabral or Fanon confronted, settler

colonies were not primarily established to extract surplus value from indigenous

labour. Rather, they are premised on displacing indigenes from (or replacing them

on) the land...Settler colonies were (are) premised on the elimination of native

societies. The split tensing reflects a determinate feature of settler colonization. The

colonizers come to stay - invasion is a structure not an event.

The debate of 'settler colonialism'



In writing this book I set out to problematize the increasingly commonplace

assumption that the colonial relationship between Indigenous peoples and the

Canadian state can be reconciled via a liberal “politics of recognition.” I

characterized the “politics of recognition” as a recognition-based approach to

reconciling Indigenous peoples’ assertions of nationhood with settler-state

sovereignty via the accommodation of Indigenous identity-related claims through

the negotiation of settlements over issues such as land, economic development,

and self-government. I argued that this orientation to the reconciliation of

Indigenous nationhood with state sovereignty is still colonial insofar as it remains

structurally committed to the dispossession of Indigenous peoples of our lands and

self-determining authority

My conceptualization of settler-colonialism as a structure of domination predicated

on the dispossession of Indigenous peoples’ lands and political authority drew

significantly from two theoretical resources:

Karl Marx’s writings on the “primitive accumulation” of capital

Frantz Fanon’s anticolonial critique of Hegel’s master/slave parable when

applied to colonial situations.

Red Skin, White Masks (Coulthard)



With respect to Marx, I argued that three issues must be addressed within his work to make his writings on colonialism

relevant for analyzing the relationship between Indigenous peoples and liberal settler polities like Canada. First, I argued that

Marx’s thesis on primitive accumulation must be stripped of its rigidly temporal character; that is, rather than positing

primitive accumulation as some historically situated, inaugural set of events that set the stage for the development of the

capitalist mode of production through colonial expansion, we should see it as an ongoing practice of dispossession that never

ceases to structure capitalist and colonial social relations in the present. Settlercolonialism is territorially acquisitive in

perpetuity. 

Second, I argued that Marx’s theory of primitive accumulation must be stripped of its early normative developmentalist

character. While it is correct to view primitive accumulation as the condition of possibility for the development and ongoing

reproduction of the capitalist mode of production, it is incorrect to view it as a necessary condition for developing the forms of

critical consciousness and associated modes of life that ought to inform the construction of alternatives to capitalism in

settlercolonial contexts. I also suggested that Marx himself came to acknowledge the problematic character of this early

formulation of his thesis and worked to correct it in the last decade of his life. 

And finally, I argued that the forms of colonial power associated with primitive accumulation need not be understood as

strictly coercive, repressive, or explicitly violent in nature; rather, the practices of dispossession central to the maintenance of

settler-colonialism in liberal democratic contexts like Canada rely as much on the productive character of colonial power as it

does on the coercive authority of the settler state. Seen from this angle, settler-colonialism should not be seen as deriving its

reproductive force solely from its strictly repressive or violent features, but rather from its ability to produce forms of life that

make settler-colonialism’s constitutive hierarchies seem natural.

Red Skin, White Masks (Coulthard)



To tease out the productive character of settler-colonial power I turned to the theoretical contribution of Frantz Fanon. I used

Fanon’s work because it implicates the role played by recognition in the reproduction of settler-colonial forms of rule in a

manner that still resonates today. More specifically, I used Fanon’s critical engagement with the dialectic of recognition

theorized in Hegel’s master/slave narrative to identify the neocolonial function played by contemporary recognition politics in

maintaining the settler-colonial relationship between Indigenous nations and the Canadian state. I drew three insights from

Fanon in particular. 

First, I claimed that Fanon’s critique of Hegel’s theory of recognition convincingly unpacks the ways in which delegated

exchanges of political recognition from the colonizer to the colonized usually ends up being structurally determined by and in

the interests of the colonizer. 

Second, Fanon also identifies the subtle ways in which colonized populations often come to develop what he called “psycho-

affective” attachments to these circumscribed, master-sanctioned forms of delegated recognition. For Fanon, these psycho-

affective or ideological attachments create an impression of “naturalness” to the colonial condition, which he referred to as

“internalization” or “internalized” colonialism. 

Third, Fanon showed how colonized populations, despite the totalizing power of colonialism, are often able to turn these

internalized forms of colonial recognition into expressions of Indigenous self-empowerment through the reclamation and

revitalization of precolonial social relations and cultural traditions. In the end, however, Fanon viewed these practices of

Indigenous cultural self-empowerment, or selfrecognition, as insufficient for decolonization: they constitute a “means” but

not an “end.”

Red Skin, White Masks (Coulthard)



Joanne Barker, on the blog Tequila Sovereign, questioned the specificity of settler colonialism. Drawing on the etymological

origins of “settle” as ‘to reconcile’, as well as in light of settler state apologies, Barker warns that settler colonialism may signal a

nation-state that has moved “beyond its own tragically imperial and colonial history to be something else, still albeit colonial,

but not quite entirely colonial.” 

Second, Macoun and Strakosch note that settler colonial theory “is primarily a settler framework” that is largely about settler

intentions to think through colonial relations. This in itself may not be a problem, but as Macoun and Strakosch warn, settler

colonial studies can re-empower non-Indigenous academic voices while marginalizing Indigenous resistance. 

Third, while settler colonialism is posited as both a condition of possibility (Rifkin) and a site of potential hope (Barker), there is

an underlying “colonial fatalism” (Macoun and Strakosch) that posits a structural inevitability to settler colonial relations.

Macoun and Strakosch in particular note that settler colonialism is unable to transcend itself precisely because it is

conceptualized as a structure, where the only polarizing choices available to Indigenous peoples are either to be coopted or hold

a position of resistance/sovereign, while anti-colonial action by settlers is foreclosed.

Fourth, the framework of settler colonialism has fostered over-characterizations of binary positions. Saranillio, for instance,

notes two common charges against settler colonial studies: that it affirms a binary of Indigenous and non-Indigenous, and that it

leads to a neo-racist form of politics that requires non-Natives leave Indigenous territories (arguments that Sarinillo rejects).

Moreover, we [should] note that this binary, at times, has the effect of treating settler colonialism as a meta-structure, thus

erasing both its contingency and the dynamics that coconstitute racist, patriarchal, homonationalist, ablest, and capitalist settler

colonialism.

In the tradition of critical approaches, scholars of (or engaging with) settler colonialism have also identified several challenges or

weaknesses of this burgeoning field of study. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

"Unsettling settler colonialism: The discourse and politics of
settlers, and solidarity with Indigenous nations" (Snelgrove et al)



For Tsalagi (Cherokee) Jeff Corntassel, we must ask "What does it mean to acknowledge the Indigenous territory you’re on?
Are you coming to community, place-based relationships as a settler or as an Indigenous person? Additionally, how are you
entering Indigenous homelands – as an invited guest, uninvited, trespasser, visitor, resident, immigrant, refugee etc.?...How
do our ancestors recognize us as Cherokee or Indigenous even when we’re not living on our homelands? Ultimately it’s about
how we honor our place-based responsibilities and live our values and principles, as Tsalagi in everyday life, even when the
land we’re on does not recognize us. While the land may not recognize us, the goal is to be known not as strangers but as
welcome visitors with accountability to the Indigenous nations and peoples of the territory."

The institutionalization of settler colonial studies (rather than Indigenous studies) is on the one hand a significant shift in the
academy. On the other hand, as de Leeuw, Greenwood, and Lindsay rightly argue, even when (and perhaps because) there are
good intentions to decolonize and to “cultivate a culture of ‘doing the right thing,’” there are no “fundamental shifts in power
imbalances between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples or the systems within which we operate." Following this,
paradoxically and in deeply troubling ways, settler colonial studies can displace, overshadow, or even mask over Indigenous
studies and variations within Indigenous studies, especially feminist and queer Indigenous work that is centered on Indigenous
resurgence. The synergies between the literature by/on two-spirited Indigenous identities, queer theory, Indigenous studies
more broadly, and settler colonial studies are notable in their interwoven conversations across fields of study. But at times,
Indigenous peoples and issues are de-centred in settler colonial studies (for example, Rifkin, 2013, p. 323). Furthermore,
while Rifkin is right to argue that settler colonial practices and processes operate in everyday ways, are these practices really
in the “background” (2013, p. 331), and for whom? Is settler colonialism “largely invisible”, as Barker claims? Yes, settler
colonialism is naturalized, pervasive, and not just state-centred, but for whom is settler colonialism in the background and
invisible? These kinds of claims seem to presume white settler subjectivity as the monolithic lens through which to examine
settler colonialism

"Unsettling settler colonialism: The discourse and politics of
settlers, and solidarity with Indigenous nations" (Snelgrove et al)



By titling this book The Black Shoals, I posit that Black thought, Black study, Black aesthetics,

and Black expression function as a shoal that interrupts the course and momentum of the flow

of critical theories about genocide, slavery, and humanity in the Western Hemisphere. More

specifically, the book intervenes in contemporary discourses and theories of colonialism and

settler colonialism in North America that dictate how the academy and “the left” talk about (or

do not talk about) Indigenous genocide, Indigenous peoples, settlers, arrivants, and Black

people. The Black Shoals approaches the territory and social relations of Indigenous genocide,

slavery, settlement, place making, and contemporary extension of the bloody project of

conquest. The Black Shoals also offers up the possibility that specific forms of Black abolition

and Native decolonization interrupt normative processes of white human self-actualization. In

fact, Black abolition and Native decolonization as projects that frustrate liberal (and other)

modes of humanism offer new forms of sociality and futurity. 

The Black shoal functions as a critique of normative discourses within colonial, settler

colonial, and postcolonial studies that narrowly posit land and labor as the primary frames

from which to theorize coloniality, antiIndigenism, and anti-Black racism. The Black Shoals

introduces an alternative reading practice and an analytical suture or thoroughfare that

reveals the ways that Blackness mediates the relations of conquest in the Western

Hemisphere. The Black Shoals works to disrupt the movement of modern thought, time, and

space to enable something else to form, coalesce, and emerge.

The Black Shoals (King)



Although [Silvia] Wynter can argue for a continual reworking of the human, and

[Frank] Wilderson argues for a destruction of the human as an epistemic system,

both scholars argue that the current conception of humanity is anti-Black and, to a

large degree, anti-Indigenous. Further, they proffer a triad (Indian-European-

Negro or Red-White-Black) model to explain the modern ruptures and

antagonisms that order the world. They subvert the prosaic colonial dyad of settler

and Native that structures most colonial discourses, including settler colonial

studies.

The eighteenthcentury and contemporary discourse of “settler colonialism,”

particularly as deployed by White settler colonial studies, continental theory, and

some strands of ethnic studies, continues to disavow the gratuitous violence that is

ongoing and, in fact, necessary for the “human” to continue to self-actualize

without sufficient scrutiny as a category of Whiteness. More specifically, the

“human” as an exclusive category demands an outside and requires the death of

Indigenous and Black people. For the human to continue to evolve as an

unfettered form of self-actualizing (and expanding) form of Whiteness, Black and

Indigenous people must die or be transformed into lesser forms of humanity—and,

in some cases, become nonhuman altogether.

The Black Shoals (King)



Many Native and indigenous studies scholars have argued that postcolonial theory is of limited use for Native

studies because the “post” in postcolonialism implies that colonialism has come to an end. To quote Linda

Tuhiwai Smith, the common critique is, “Postcolonialism? Have they left?” She further holds that postcolonialism

erases the concerns of indigenous peoples:

"There is also, amongst indigenous academics, the sneaking suspicion that the fashion of post- colonialism

has become a strategy for reinscribing or reauthorizing the privileges of non-indigenous academics because

the field of 'post- colonial' discourse has been defined in ways which can still leave out indigenous peoples,

our ways of knowing and our current concerns."

Other scholars, such as Emma LaRocque, have pointed out that the “post” in postcolonialism does not signify an

end to colonialism but signifies the radical rupture created in history by the colonial moment. Thus, the “post”

refers to everything after this colonial moment in history—it does not signify an end to colonialism, but quite the

opposite— the continuation of colonialism into the pre sent. However, she points out that the writings of many

postcolonial anthologies tend to write as if colonialism has ended by ignoring indigenous peoples in their analysis

or only writing about the relationship between colonists in settler states and the colonial center.

The debate of 'postcolonial'



"In an effort to find an approach that transcends disciplinary boundaries, I highlight
another form of boundaries, those concerning politics and political relationships.
Specifically, these are the spatial boundaries around territory and legal and political
institutions and the temporal boundaries around the narratives of economic and
political development, cultural progress, and modernity. It is through a boundary-
focused approach that I find a productive and under used point of intervention for
analyzing and understanding U.S.–indigenous relations. By bringing boundaries out of
the shadows of political analysis, I bring into clearer light the presence of and struggle
over colonial rule in the modern American liberal democratic settler-state."

"The imposition of American colonial rule and the indigenous struggle against it
constitute a conflict over boundaries, a conflict that has defined U.S.–indigenous
relations since the time of the American Civil War. The imposition of colonial rule
denotes the effort of the United States to narrowly bound indigenous political status in
space and time, seeking to limit the ability of indigenous people to define their own
identity and develop economically and politically on their own terms. In resistance to
this colonial rule, indigenous political actors work across American spatial and temporal
boundaries, demanding rights and resources from the liberal democratic settler-state
while also challenging the imposition of colonial rule on their lives. Th is resistance
engenders what I call a “third space of sovereignty” that resides neither simply inside
nor outside the American political system but rather exists on these very boundaries,
exposing both the practices and the contingencies of American colonial rule. Th is is a
supplemental space, in assimilable to the institutions and discourse of the modern
liberal democratic settler-state and nation."

The Third Space of Sovereignty (Bruynell)



"Many Native scholars have argued that the theoretical and po liti cal pro ject of Native studies must focus on

decolonization. Waziyatawin and Michael Yellow Bird have contended that decolonization actually requires a

dismantling of the current settler state and its economic system."

"Despite occasional confusion on this matter, postcolonial does not mean after colonialism, as if colonialism is over.

No postcolonial theorist or critic makes such a claim. Rather, postcolonial refers to the consistencies, contingencies,

and fissures in the practices of colonization and decolonization. In other words, postcoloniality denotes the idea that

complete socioeconomic, cultural, and political colonization and decolonization do not occur in the purest sense of

the terms; that is, the colonizer’s impositions, be they cultural, economic, or structural, are never fully exhumed from

the colonial context, and the so-called colonized are never fully without agency or independent identity. With this in

mind, one can see in the gaps of colonial imposition meaningful expressions of postcolonial resistance" (Bruynell xviii).

Linda Tuhiwai Smith says decolonization “is about centering our concerns and world views and then coming to know

and understand theory and research from our own perspectives and for our own purposes.”

"decolonizing praxis requires what Kanaka Maoli scholar Noelani Goodyear-Ka’ōpua calls 'land-centered literacies'

which are '…based on an intimate connection with and knowledge of the land.'"

Kirisitina Sailiata offers a critique of the politics of decolonization. She argues that decolonization implies an

extractive process by which indigenous peoples are supposed to eliminate any “colonized” thoughts, ideas, or

practices. She suggests instead that indigenous thought and practice should be less about a removal or reversal of

colonialism and instead based on a forward- thinking pro ject of where to go from here based on our current social,

po liti cal, and economic context.

Decolonization



created by Sterlin Harjo and Taika Waititi
Has all Indigenous writers and directors, along with an almost
entirely Indigenous North American cast and production team
Premise (from Deadline): "The series follows the lives of four
Indigenous teenagers in rural Oklahoma, as they spend their
days committing crime and fighting it. After the death of their
friend Daniel one year prior to the events of the series, the
gang wrestles with a desire to move to California, the way
Daniel dreamed of. But first they need to tie up loose ends in
their lives and community, and make preparations to leave."

Episodes of Reservation Dogs
4. "What About Your Dad" (dir. Sydney Freeland) (written by
Bobby Wilson & Tommy Pico)

5. "Come and Get Your Love" (dir. Blackhorse Lowe) (written by
Sterlin Harjo) 

Reservation Dogs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indigenous_peoples_of_the_Americas
https://www.hulu.com/watch/d3c0d590-309c-4745-a00d-e63dac05c802


After the break...

Keyword:
Survivance

Introduction of Native Liberty: Natural Reason and Cultural

Survivance by Gerald Vizenor

"The War Cry of the Trickster: The Concept of Survivance in

Gerald Vizenor's Bear Island: The War at Sugar Point" by Alan

Velie

"Ghosts in the Gap: Diane Glancy's Paradoxes of Survivance" by

James Mackay

"The Naked Spot: A Journey toward Survivance" by Diane Glancy
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